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All iYALUATlOI OP.!QUIVALEIT GIADBS 
OP SINTERED CARBIDE INSERTS 
Bruce Robert Rauhe 
Abstract 
The· 11Ca:r:bide Manufacturer I s Grade Reco-endat ion" chart is one of ,, 
several mediums used to aid in the select ion of grades of sintered c·ar-
bide inserts. This chart, which is published by many carbide mal!-ufac-
·, 
1. 
turers, has several shortcomings:,, ( 1) The industry designation code areas 
~ 
are poorly defined, (2) the range of materials covered by these areas· 
is excessively wide, and (3) there is no assurance of ~quivalent perfor-
·1 -· aance between the grades of carbide recommended for the same industry 
~ 
code. ·' 
This paper includes the results of a test which statistically 
proves the lack of equivalent performance between the grades of car-
11 bide recommended for industry code C-6. Also included is a suggested 
aethod for recoding the current industry codes which will better des-
cribe quantitatively the various cutting situations for which carbide 
grades are recoD1Dended. The new code is based on a detailed break-
down of material, depth of cut, feed, and cutting speed. There is, 
· in add it ion, a suggested method for assuring at least a minimum level 
of performance through the use of minimum standards of performance for 
t·he industry. The minimum standards of per£ ormance are determined by 
testing, and only those grad~s which exceed this standard are approved 
by the industry for inclusion in a recommendation chart • 
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1 - latrocluctloa 
U11rs of carbide tools are faced with a large selection of vor~ 
-
ut·erials, cutting conditions, and grades of carbide inserts. This set 
of variables represents an almost infinite number of possible combinations 
from which .the tool engineer must select the one best combination for any - ·· 
particular application. The work material and design specifications are 
atipalated by the design engineer or by the customer, so it becomes the 
responsibility of the tool engineer to determine the most economical cut-
ting conditions and tooling necessary to produce the product. 
There is a wealth of literature concerning the proper coolant to 
uael, the most economical tool life2, and the optimum tool geometry3 for 
various metal removal situations. The Carboloy Division of the General 
Electric Company has published an excellent pamphlet titled HI-E (HI-
·~ Effie iency) concerning the economics of metal removal; calculation of 
the most economical tool life for maximum production or least cost per 
pieceQ The factors which determine optimum tool geometry are many, and 
suggested geometries are published in numerous catalogs and handbooks. 
The Machining Development Service of Car~oloy has published a pamphlet4 
which correlates the factors affecting surface finish, a major specifica-
tion criteria which the tool engineer must consider, in charts and graphs 
to enable the user to determine what speeds, feeds, and tool shapes he 
~ 
V 
aust use to obtain a desired surface finish. Experimentation to better 
understand the cutting process is still going on, and more quantitative 
results are being published to enable the user to better determine his 
optimum cutting .ond it ions and too 1 ing. 
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the Tool Engineer's Handbook gives broad classifications as to the 
.c•po.~itions and typical uses of cemented tungsten carbide tools and 
dies. These ct'assifications cover a wide range of properties and appli· 
cations. General statements have also been made concerning the addition 
of tantulum, titanium,; and columbium to the basic tungsten carbide to 
··;1 
iaprove crater, edge wear, and beat resistance. The broadness and gen-
eralness of the classifications and s·tatementa makei it difficult to 
aatch exact compositions with specific applications, even if it were 
possible to find out· the compositions of all of the various grades of 
carbide produced. Variations in the methods of manufacture, grain size, 
and purity make the composition by itself, of the various grades, a 
dubious standard by which to judge performance. The variations in 
..,._s.' 
physical properties (Fig. 1) between grades of carbide recoDDJ1ended 
,, 
for the same application seem to indicate that there is uncertainty 
as to what properties are best for a given applicati9n. A study of 
the grades of carbide from one company indicated that the same values 
of hardness and transverse rupture strength were described for the 
carbide grades specified for cutting both ferrous and nonferrous ma-
. terials, and to different conditions of feed, depth of cut, speed, 
and work material hardness. Generally the user must judge by trial 
and error; if the tool fails by cratering, use a harder. grade with 
aore TaC; if the tool fails by cracking or chipping, use a softer grade; 
if the tool fails by excessive edge wear, use a harder grade of carbide~ 
There is no exact formula as yet • 
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Figure 1: Hardness and Transverse Rupture Strength values 
foJ:9 grades of carbide inserts recom:m.ended for industry code 
C-6 on the "Carbide i-1anuf acturer • s Grade Recommendation" 
chartso *Grade D1 was_selected from the manufacturer's 
catalog for the experiment conditions described later, al-
though this grade was not shown on a "Grade Recommendation" 
Qy,~-~; chart as aPiplicable to c_ode C-6. " 
~ 
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There still r_tmains the selection of the tool material. Let us as-
·, 
auae that carbide is the tool material that has been selected. The tool 
.,,I 
I 
engineer bas available to him several courses of action to enable him to 
arrive at a decision regarding what or which grade to use: He may (1) 
select a grade from a manufacturer's catalog, (2) receive assistance 
-· 
from a manufacturer's field representat.ive, (3) request several grades of 
I ' 
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carbide froa aeweral ·aanufacturer• and te1t their perforaance. or (4) 
,, 
1elect a grade from the "Carbide Manu:f acturer I a Grade B.eco• r1endat ion" 
chart. This last course of action by !tself is not necessarily valid, 
but it will be explained later where this method is·used. 
Course of Action 1: Several producers of carbide insert• publl1h 
I 
I 
~harts lin. their catalogs that specify which of the:tf grades to use for 
specific cutting conditions of tJork material, work hardness, feed, and 
depth of cut. Also included in some of these charts is a recommended 
cutting speed for the particular combination of cutting conditions and 
grade of carbide. Those producers who do not publish such charts do, 
however, describe in general terms those applications for which their 
grades of carbide are best suited. The detaiied charts are the result 
of intensive experimentation by the producers, and, it can be··assumed, 
represent the best applications of their products. What is missing 
" .A. 
from those charts which include re~ommended cutting speeds is the tool 
i 
life for which these speeds were computed. This aspect of grade se-
lection will be discussed in Section VI, Econom·ic Considerations. 
Course of Action 2: Although the grade of carbide selected with 
the assistance of a manufacturer's field representative would probab-
ly.be the same as that selected from the catalog alone, there are 
additional benefits to be derived from this course of action; the 
experience of the representative with metal cutting problems. In 
those cases where ~he grade application is described in general terms, 
,· 
it is almost a necessity to contact the manufacturer or his representa-
., 
tive in order to be sure of the right selection. 
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•ote that both of ~h••• cour••• of action are dependent on a •la.ale 
,. 
I) .• 
unufacturero 
------------ -
What is the assurance that the grade selected, albeit it 
is the best from that manufacturer for that ·application, ia the best froa 
aeoua al~ ~he grade• .produced? ·or perform•• well as any produced? 
Course of Act ion 3: To obt·a1a the aeceaaary assurance that the grade 
••lected io the best it is necessary to test and compare.
0 
The amount of 
.. ... 
testing would of course depend ·on the facilities, time, and money avail-
(J 
able. The extremes of this course of action would be no testia.g, and the 
testing of all possible coabinationa of grades and cutting condition,. 
The lower limit of no testing might prove to be uneconomical, and the 
upper limit of complete testing is not feasibleo Therefore, a compromi•e 
is suggeated for those companies whose tooling costs are high, and which 
have the facilities, time, and money available. Determine tbe·work ma-
terials and cutting conditions which are used most often, request inaerta 
from several carbide producers (the grades to be selected by the pro-
(J ducers for the work materials and cutting conditions specified), and 
.. ,, .. ,..-; 
compare the results under actual JO.rking conditionso It is doubtful 
·- ~,:J 
that the same manufacturer will produce the best grades for all of the 
- work material and cutting condition combinationso The test criteria 
to be tool life, where tool life is the time until the tool no longer 
performs its function, i.e., complete failure, failure to hold demen-
, 
aional tolerance, or unacceptable surface finish. 
Even the testing of grades from a single manufacturer could be 
accomplished if there was available some standard of performance 
agaiut which a c0111pariaon could be made. Granted that a teat o.f 
- -- . ·1·-- .• t, _--_ .. __ -.. _.__. ·~- -----·~,-• . - _,1_~--·-· C-" • 
---- ....... - . 
. ',,,,.,., -~.~-
·ii. • 
·-''." . .,.. 't. . 
. f 
t:, 
· this type, if a standard were available, aight diatinauisb only if the 
. 
g-rade tested gav~ sa~i~f~ctory ·or ~nsatisfact.ory performanceo This ~ ·--------- .-- - . 
,..... ' 
-~. 
------- ·----------
- --- -- - -~ 
type of test against prepared s:tandards of performance could ap~ly to 
th~•e companies i~ithou·t adequate facilities, time, and aoney for ex-
r 
' teilaive experimentation. 
-But t·bere has been no literature published in· ttli1 cou,itry on what 
. . 
.. . .... 
lavel of performance you should expect from carbide tools for a given 
aet of cutting conditionso There are no sta~dards avail~b!e for the 
uaero Some experimentgtion has been done in SwitzerlandS on ISO* 
J 
-·-·· grades KlO and K20 for cast iron, PlO and P20 for contin~ous cutting 
of steel, and P30 and P40 for interrupted cutting of stee16. The 
statistical methods for eval~ating the results of comparison tests 
are availableo The means for determining standards of performance 
are therefore availableo 
Course of Action 4~ In an effort to simplify for the user the 
selection of grades of carbide, the carbide producers have prepared 
a "Carbide :t4anuf acturer Os Grade Recommendation" chart o A port ion of 
a typical chart is reproduced in Figure 2o This chart is reproduced 
in nearly every manufacturer 0s catalog, and indicates which carbide 
grade is recommended for certain application areas (cutting conditions). 
An examination of the chart will reveal differences in chemical com-
position as well as in physical~propert~es (Figo l)o The chart has 
the purpose of being a guide, a starting point, and it is clearly 
stated at the bottom of eAch chart that "it is not intended as a grade 
r-'-'-,. 
comparison chart". However, the"re is an inherent implication in ·the 
*~nternational Organization for Standardization 
\ 
' ~-' 
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0 
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• iyJ 
,., .,. l 
a. 
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' ' 
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\ 
' chart that the grades are comparable, for each manufacturer ia ill effect 
1tating that his carbide grade will do the job (and, it ia aaaumed,. do. 
it best) for tb.e application area indicateda By compar~ble it is meant 
that the performance of the various grades within a particular applica-
tion area are coaparable; i.e., equivalent perform~n~e. 
. 
Industry Ads.mas Cs.rboloy Carreet Firth ']:\elide Vs.lenite Vaecoloy Code ! Leach Ro.met 
VR-77 
c-s 434 370 CA=51 FT-3 S88J{ 1 vc-s AV:1 
EE C-50 950 370 CAcs.610 FT-41 S-88 VC-125 'till:= 75 
CA-720 FTca5 VC-=5 C-6 D 78B CA=609 FT-4 S-90 VC-125 !H 
vc-6 
c-7 C '78 CA-608 FT-6 S-92 vc-7 Vl-73 
I 
c-10 548 3SO CA-606 F!"-61 S92X vc-7 Vl-73 
FT-62 
c-a cc 330 CA-605 FT-1 S-94 vc-e EB 
Pigure 2~ Carbide Manufacturex 0s Grade Recorrme~dation Charto No 
attempt has been made to edit the grades shown on this charto Thia 
ia only a portion of the chart from which these grades were repro-
duced; there are other manufacturers 11 and other ind1J&t r·y codes Q 
! 
When ia the chart uaed? Governwent agencie1 have been inatructed 
to solicit bids from three or more manufacturers when purcha1in1 major 
iteu. These instructions are contained in. the Armed Services Procure-
aent llegulationa (ASPll), and in the Ai!' Force Procurement Instructiona 
(APPI)o The purpose of this instruction ie to minimize the dependency 
.. of procurement agencies on a sinale source of supply, aTiid to pl,1.ce 
tbeae agenc~ea in a better competitive poeitiona In actual practice 
a carbid~,i grade ii specified by the methods or tool engineer, and it 
... . 
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I 
~ is left to the purchasing department to request bids from the manufacturer 
of the grade of carbide specified and from two other manufacturers with 
equivalent grades. The selection of these other grades and manufacturers 
----·-------······---
ia qu.~t~ often the responsibility of individt..!als with little or no know• 
ledge of metal cutting. The selection bas been made by reference to the 
'!Grade Recommendation" chart. In one government agency which uses a 
\ J 
large amount of carbide inserts - a recent· investigation determined that· ... · 
this was indeed the procedure· used - nearly $186,~00 of unusable carbide 
"' inserts were found to be in inventory. This is not so mute testimony 
that there are shortcomings associated with such use of the chart. 
There are three major shortcomings in the "Grade Recommendation" 
chart: (l) The application areas are ill-defined by the industry coding 
(Fig. 3), (2) the individual application areas cover an excessively 
; :, 
wide range of materials with their associated variance in machinability, 
and (3) there is no assurance of comparable performance of the grades 
recoaaended for any application. 
CHIP llBMOVAL APPLICATIONS: 
c-s 
c-so 
C-6 
c-1 
c-10 
c-a 
Roughing cuts - steel 
'\ 
Rough cuts and heavy feed~ - steel 
General purpose - steel 
Finishing cut and heavy feed - steel. 
Finishing cut and fine feed - steel 
Precision boring - steel 
Figure 3: Standard Industrial Grade Classification. These definitions 
-Were taken from one manufacturer's ~atalog. Those in other catalogs 
were basically the ~ame. 
There is most certainly more than one type of ateel, and 'that these 
different types of steel range in ease of machining from B-1112, with a 
) 
J 
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,, 
~ . 
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'i 
1· 
l 
'1 
,, 
I 
l 
i' 
a 
• 
··-
--- --·-··-·--···-· . . 
,. 
... 
,c 
~10. 
aachinability rating of 1.00, to M-252 or M-308 with a aachinability ra-
ting of O .05. . these mach.j.nabil ity ratings were taken- from the G_enerai ... _ ... ---~-..i.- •. 
Blectric BI-E. Pocket- Calcul~tor. Thes·e steels require carbide. t·ools 
·~ ' 
vith varying propertie!, and yet the "Grade Reco11111end1.tion" chart makes 
no distinction between types of steel. 
• 
- .. ' 
-· What is the quantitative description of a roughing cut aa diatinct 
•• 
0 
... ". ···r . .- _jr~. a genera_l. purpo~e or f i.nishing cut? There is no agreement in the 
- .. ' . . 
. 
•• 
I.. 
· industry. on this question. When asked, knowledgiable men have answered 
anywhere from 00015 to 0.100 inches for a finishing cut, and in some 
catalogs 3/8 inch depth is considered as a finishing cut. It, of 
course, depends on a factor other than only feed and depth o~ cut. It 
depends on the surface finish desired. 
Is the "Grade RecoDDendation" chart then uaablet The purpoae of 
this paper is to test the validity of the chart, deteraine whether or 
not such a chart is practical, and investigate quantitative methods 
for det,naining per.f onaance standard• for carbide insert a. 
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The "Carbide Manufacturer'• Grade (ec010 ... endation" chart hu beea 
publiabed in an effort to aid the users of carbide products i~ choo1i111 
suitable carbide grades for various fabricating applications. The pur-
pose of this pap@r is to (1) test by statistical methods a part of the 
"Grade B.eco-endat ion" chart, (2) diacuss the practical application of 
this chart, and (3) investigate quantitative methods for determining 
perfo~nce standards of carbide inserts •. 
To these ends an experiment was designed to test the validity of 
the "Grade RecoDDDendat ion" chart by comparing statistically the per-
formance of the grades of carbide inserts recommended for a specific 
application area. First, the experiment conditions will be described, 
then the statistical methods which were used to determine the signifi-
cance of the data will be covered, and finally the practical impl~ca-
tions of using the "Grade Recommendation" chart will be discuased in 
:,-
1 ight of the experimental results. 
The last sect ions o'f this paper are devoted to a discuss ion of 
some of the economic considerations when selecting carbide inserts, 
and methods for determining performance standards for carbide inaerta. 
This paper was written from the viewpoint of the user., and not 
. ., 
from the viewpoint of the manufacturer. Therefore, the problems of 
unuf acture are not the concern of th·is paper, but only the problem 
of performance assurance for the user~ 
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The ·purpose of this·experiment was to test the validity of the i,.-
"Carbide .Manufacturer 0s Grade Recommendation" chart. Can you expect 
I 
cmaparable or equivalent performance if you use the_chart as a meana 
for selecting grades of carbide from several manufacturers· for the 
. ..... 
sJime application? Therefore, the design of the experiment t.r1as such 
,"'-. ·I ,._ ~ 
' 
that the grades of carbide inserts were already specified on the 
chart, and there remained the a.election ~f the particular applica-
tion are4, work material, rep~,esentat ive cutting conditions, and 
teat. criteria. 
Because of the lack of definition of the application areas and 
industry codes in the "Grade RecoDUendation" chart, certain assump-
-" 
tions had to be made as to what would be representative of the area 
\ ~ 
and code selected. The broad application a~ea of CHIP REMOVAL which 
pertains to ferrous materials include• the induatry designation codes 
C-5 through C-8. AISI 4340 was selected as a typical steel which 
, would apply to this area. The bar stock used had a constant bardnesa 
throughout of 321 Bhn, and varied in diameter from 6 1/2 to 3 inches 
during the continuous cutting, and from 6 7/8 to 6 1/2 inches during 
the interrupted cutting. 
The area designated by induatry code C-6, General Purpoae, waa 
selected, although any other industry code pertaining to ferrous ma-
terials could have been used. Again there was the problem of defini-
tion: What is a "General Purpose" cut? Reference was made to the 
ASHE ·bulletin Life Tests for Single-point Tools of Sintered Carbide 
., , 
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(ASA 15.34-1956), and from aaong the aix au11•ated aizea of cut1 that oa• 
'. 
·---·-----vu· .. -chosen- ·which ... vaa · ·cona-idered· -aa- repreaent·at 1 ve of--_;-a- · General ··Purpose 
, . 
-----··· -· 
cutting situation; i.e., 1/8 inch depth of cut and 0.020 inch feed. Ini• 
\ Y""'" 
tially the next lower size of cut had been selected, but several manufac-
turers took exception to theJe conditions. They considered the lower 
.... 
size of cut, 0.100 inch depth and 0.0125 inch feed, as more applicable 
to area C-7 or c-70, Finishing. 
The General Electric Hachinability Coaputer waa uaed.to determine 
-c the cutting speed necessary to give a wear land of approximately 0.015 
inches in one to two minutes. F9r continuoua cutting this was 300 SFPH. 
Theae values of wear and time were chosen to reduce the time for the 
tests although the inserts could have been used longer. This speed ia 
not necessarily the .. cutting speed recoumended by the manufacturers for 
their particular grades of inserts, nor do they specify on what tool 
life they base their recommended speeds. Since it was necessar.y to 
., 
maintain a constant cutting condition for the test, these recommended 
speeds were not considered. 
It was stated in the descriptions of many of the grades of carbide 
used that they could be used in moderate interrupted cutting situations. 
lo statement concerning the type of cutting situation - continuous or 
interrupted - is made in the description of the industry codes used in 
the "Grade llecoaaendation" chart. Therefore, the same grades were ap-
plied to an interrupted cutting situation except that the feed and 
depth of cut were decreased to reduce the severity of the test, a~d to 
aaintain the wear land in the vicinity of 0.015 to 0.025 inchea. 
------------~-.. ---- - . ---------·------------------------·-----~----- -- - - -- -~-·---------
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!be aaount of wear land waa selected as the aeaaure of performance 
------~---=---------..f .... o ... r .wbich .. the- various -grades of carbide-vere to be· eompar~d-.------The·-uaount----
• 
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'· 
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' 
of flank 1,nd wear ia one of the accepted measure• of· perforiiance u1ed 
.. .. ... 
by experimentors. 
Of the 17 producer• of carbide iaaert1 who were contacted, 10 con-
... tributed inserts of the grades requested for the experiment. The grades 
.~' 
t requested for the experiment were determined from the "Grade Recommenda-
tion" charts published by the individual manufacturers, except where a 
chart was not published. In this case a composite of all of the charts 
was made and the grade specified on a majority of the charts was used 
-... (aee Appendix A). Ro ope chart could be used since the charts were not 
,: 
consistent between manufacturers as· t'o the grades reco1111ended for area 
C-6. 
..r The induatrial coding for the aize of inaerts used was SRU-433 
(SQT-163U3) for continuous cutting, and, SNG-433 (SQT-163P3H) for inter-
·~~ ... _ 7• 
rupted cutting. It was felt that a utility ground, unboned inaert was 
adequate for continuous cutting, although honing might have improved 
the performance of the inserts. A precision ground, honed insert waa 
apecified for the interrupted cutting to minimize the effects of tber-
aal crack.a. The size used agreed with that recommended by some manu-
facturera for the cutting conditions in the experiment. 
Three inaerts of each grade were tested for each cutting condition, 
one cut on each for two minutes (continuous) or one minute (interrupted), 
to identify the variation between the individual inserts of a manufac-
turer •.. No at tempt was made to identify the variability within an inaert. 
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The vear lapd was measured with a microscope, and the average of the 
·------ __ wear lands .QP. .... t.b.«!._ .. _t.b.i.:-_e.e .. __ iuer_t_1_ ... w.a1 ...... u8_e._d ___ .,_ .... t.he ___ pe._ff_o.~11.~_, __ y1lu..1 __ .of _________ . ·.-·.··:---·· .-. __ 
, 
that grade of inaert. 
. ' 
A summary of the cutting conditiona is shown in figure 4, and the ~ 
raw data, average value, and range are reproduced in Appendices Band 
c. Appendix B refers to those grades specifically recommended for area 
C-6 on the "Grade Reco!IIIBendation" charts, and Appendix C refers to 
thoae grades submitted by the manufacturers but not reco• ended on the 
charts for area C-6. 
Material: AISI 4340 321 Bhn 
Heat #104H392 Bethlehem Steel Company 
Coapoa it ion: C 
.43 
llacbille: L•Bond 
M P ,S Si 
.80 .025 .020 .27 
16" RD Engine Lathe 
Ni Cr 
1. 72 • 83 
20 HP 
II 
.25 
Continuous Interrupted* 
Depth of 
Peed 
SPPM 
Tire 
Condition 
Inaert 
cut 
Tool Bolder 
-~ 
0.0125" 
0.0204" 
300 
· 2 min • 
.. 
Dry 
SRU-433 
Unboned 
Carboloy 
SBTR-16 
* ~/8" milled alot to give interrupted cut. 
Figure 4: Experiment Conditiona 
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\ tf - Aaalya·i• of Experimental Data 
-- . ·-······ -- . --- ··-·-··--···---·-···-----------···--------------------------~~' ---·-ne raw-_-·aa·t-.·-·waa. -groupe·d·· ... into· .t.WO C 1&88 if icat iOU for botb the COD• 
tinuous and interrupted cutting; tbat data generated by the grade1 recoa-
iaended in the "Grade RecoD1Pendat~on" charts for industry code C-6, and 
that data ·"1e·nerated by all of the gradea submitted, by the aanufacturera 
regatdleas of their applicability to area c-6. · 
The hypothesis to be tested was that the perforaancea of the gradea 
recommended for area C-6 were the same, and only chance variafion1 were 
the cause of any differences in performance. The first statistical 
teata:applied were the Analysis of Variance and P-tests.* These teat• 
l 
were applied to both of the classifications described above. The Analy-
aia of Varianc~·was run on a GE 225 computer (program number D3.005 -
Lehigh University), and the results are shown in Appendix D. The 
variance ratios (F statistic) were then compared to a table of the 
; 
' probability points of the variance ratio (F distribution). The vari-
ance ratios from the Analysis of Variance are: 
Area c-6 
All grade• 
Continuoua 
21.7 
21.8 
Interrupted 
7 .4 
7 .85 
t The atatiatical interpretation is that there is a highly signifi-
cant difference between the grades of carbide inserts submitted for thia 
ezperjaent. The hypotheais that the performance of the different gradea 
.. 
* These teata and charts can be found described in any ataaclard text-book on atatiatics. 
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••• the ame would be rejected at the 9ft. leyel of coafidaace. Thia cloe1 
' . 
·--~-9~---·--!.~.4J~~~t! w~~~J1_ g~ad~s. are sig~if icantly different. 
Control charta were made to identify those grades which deviated 
aignificantly_ from the mean level of performance. Since the .. chine u1ed 
' ' 
was the saae for all of thec:runa, and the cutting conditions were held 
constant, the variability in performance beyond that within the gradea 
would be from the differences between the grade&. Although an B. chart 
la not ahown, the range limita were calculated to determine if the vari-
ability within the grades was in control and 1tatiatically reliable. Th• 
rangea were calculated aa follows: 
Continuous Cutting 
- -Upper Limit = ll + Jd3/d2 • I. • 0 .0093" 
Lower Limit • 0 
Interrupted Cutting 
Upper Limit = 0.0298" 
Lower Limit a 0 
All of the data waa in control except where noted in Appendicea Band C, 
and if not ia control the data waa not used in the coaputatioll8 for the 
-X charts. 
- -The X chart• were then conatructed using the average range(&) to 
eatimate sigma, and the limits &et at three sigmas (99073% level of 
confidence). Thia level may be considered aa high since two sigmaa (951) 
is usually judged to be highly significant. The liaaits were calculated 
uaing-)the average range (i) and the standard Az (n=3) multiplier. 
The control charts for continuous and interrupted cutting are 
-
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•hown in fiaur•• S •nd 6 reapecti•eiy. Since the .. r•na•• reuiaed vithia 
-
.., ....... 
. . . ·-...:... 
---------1-iaita_ for the srades not appl-ical>le to area C-6 a- new- I and liaita-vere·-· .. 
- -• 
' 
' 
,__a 
not calculated; the difference in the grand averages_between thoae grade• 
applicable to area C-6 and all of the gradea teated is relatively ailall -
leas than one sigma. 
Thoae grades above the upper liait would be conaidered as unauitable 
. .... ' 
for the work material and cutting conditions used in the experiment, while .. 
thoae below the lower limit would be considered as over-designed for the 
work material and cutting co~ditiona used in the experiment. Note again 
.. 
that the "Grade Recomendation" chart does not indicate specifically the 
/ 
tY;e of steel to which induatry code C-6 applies, so that the signif i-
cance of this particular experiment relating to the relative performance• 
of the grades testea can only be assessed against the work material and 
cutting conditions used. The relative performances of the grades could 
change as th~ work material and cutting conditions were varied within 
the indistinct limita of what would be described as a "General Purpoae" 
application. 
/•. 
No atteapt waa 11Ade to deteraine the exact distribution of the raw 
data since the distribution of the sample averages approaches a normal· 
distribution regardless of the parent population.7. 
It should be noted that the measurement of the wear land on the 
inaerts useg for the interrupted cut was made to include any chipping or 
fracture that may have occurredo This is not unusual, since the type of 
failure associated with interrupted cutting situations is generally frac-
ture or chipping rather than edge wear. Proa an inveat igat ion of the .,. 
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control chart• it i• apparent that thoie 1r,de1 Judged un1uitable for 
' 
-----'-----'.----continuous cutting· were not necessarily unsuitable for interrupted cut-··. 
ting when compared to other grades. Conversely, those grades with 
' 1uperior perforaance for coatia•o•• cuttina were not aece11aril7 1uperior 
for interrupted cutting. -, 
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Pigure 5: Control Chart, for Coatiauoua Cuttiq. 
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• 0240 
• 0200 
.0160 
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• 0080 
• 0040 
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Grade Sample Code Numbef 
Application Area c-6 
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20 
Grade Sample Code Number 
Bon-Applicable Gradea 
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15 
UCL• 0.02044" 
' 
-I -= 0.01676" 
LCL • 0.01308" 
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Pi.pre 6: Coatrol Chart• for Iaterrupted Cuttlq. 
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,Grade Sample Code Number 
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I • 0.02699" 
LCL • 0 .01509" 
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f - D11cua1ioa of, "Carbide Manufacturer'• 
Grade l.eco eadatioa" Chart• 
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Thia diacuaaion of the "Grade leco eadatioa" chart• will be liaited 
·priaarily to the induatry code areaa c-5 through C-8 which·~· applicable 
to the machining of steel. Refer again to the comments made earlier con-
cerning the shortcomings of the chart; lack of area definition, an ex-
cessively wide range o~ materials covered, and the lack of ·assurance of 
~ comparable p~rforaance between the grade& of carbide recommended for ap-
plication within these areaa. 
Discussions with men experienced in the field of .. tal cutting have 
indicated their lack of agreement on 1any quantitative definition of what 
conatitutes a finishing, general purpose, or roughing cut. If it can be 
accepted that a finishing cut is "that combination of depth of cutJ) feed, 
and speed which will give a desired surface finish", then it can be seen 
that a quantitative, all incluaive definition is not required. The sur-
" 
,. t face finish must be specified firat, and then the cutting conditions 
selected to meet this requirement. The difference in the cutting con-
ditions necessary to produce a 32rms or 500rms surface finish is enormoua. 
The term "f inisbing cut" implies that some specified surface finish must· 
be obtained, but it certainly does not imply by itself a di1tinct aet of 
cutting conditions or range of cutting conditions. 
Similarly, it can be argued that the teI'DIS "general_purpoae'* and 
"roughing" do not in themaelves imply any distinct, quantitative range of 
/ 
cutting conditions except•• might be' defined by individuals based on 
their own experience •• 
--·--··-··-
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,, ..... Tbe 1ecolld 1hortc.l. of the chart, i1 :.that the type of work u-
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ateel. alloy•, with no more definition than that. If a " 7 " nuaber of 
... ~ 
- aen were asked to define the tera ateel, ·or steel alloy, by a 1iqle 
type, you would probably get " ? " different answers. Accepting the 
fact that there is ·an appreciable difference between the machining 
characteristics of (say) Astroloy and B-1112 steels, or even between 
a 200 Bhn and 32"1 Bhn 4000 series steel, then it must also be agreed 
that the terma steel and steel alloy cover an extremely wide range of 
aachining situations. The terms do not adequately describe the material 
being cut. 
It is not sufficient, therefore, to define the cutting application 
in auch nebulous terms as "steel" and "finishing", or any other qualita-
.., 
tive combination of terras. The cutting situation must be defined in teraa 
of the specific work material, depth of cut, fe·ed, and speed in order 
that a valid selection of tool material may be made. 
The work material class if icat ion presently u1ed in the "Grade lecoa-
. I 
aendation" charts can be expanded into categories of common machining 
characteristica, differentiated by hardness or macbinability ratings. 
The validity of using either hardness or machinability ratings may be 
open to question, but these were aentioned since they are presently 
uaed by some manufacturers as parameters for cutting applicationa. 
Surface finish is a function of cutting speed, tool geomet.ry,. feed, 
and work material.4 Assume that the cutting speed has already been cal-
culated for the aoat economical tool life (see Section VI - Bcon0111ic 
.i. ..... '.:.· 
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Considerations), the tool 1e0Mtry deteraiaed, and the 1urface finiah 
24. 
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__ and work material.specified .... -The reaaining cutting condit-ions .-or depth · _.-~~---- ~--
of cut and feed are then selected to give the specified surface finiah. 
The surface finish, work material, and most .. econ<>Ulical tool life are thi 
basic ~actors (neglect the effect of cutting fluid for this discussion) 
which determine, or eventually lead to, a complete definition of the 
cutting situation. At this point a choice of carbide grade can be 
11': 
aade, but only after the entire cutting situation has been quantitative-
,.. 
.• 
ly defined. If interrupted cutting is also a part of the cutting situa-
tion, then this too would have to be considered since· the description of 
aany grades of carbide includes a stateaent of their shock resistant 
qualities. - ·!' 
The third abortcoaiag of the "Grade Recomendation" chart concern-
i? 
ing the lack of assurance of comparable performance between grades has 
been proven within the 1 imits of the experiment and statistical analya 11 · 
.previously described. 
It is therefore apparent that the preaent f'orm of the "Grade Recoa-
aendat ion" chart is inadequate as a means for aiding the selection of 
grades of carbide. Reference is mad~to the use of the chart (course 
of action 4) mentioned in Section lo Expanding the chart to cover every 
work material and cutting condition would be infeasible, and would make 
the chart unwieldy. And yet, it is nearly impossible to expand the chart 
auch more (unless the size of the print is reduced) and still keep it 
11.llple and on one page. But cutting situations are not simple for there 
, are too many factors involved. Soae 11anufacturera have the solution 
,, 
• 
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/' 
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right now - the Grade Selection chart which they publish in their catalo1 
l 
,___;: ____ ~-. __ l]i_ad~iti«>Jl to the "Grade B..ec01Wenaationlt '"chart. . __ ___:.. _____ L 
.. 
• 
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PlllISI IRG 
Work Material Hardneaa Up to 1/16 Depth 1/16 - 3/16 Depth 
Under 0005 Feed 0005 ca 0015 I?eed 
Speed Grade Speed Grode 
150 1500-2000 1000-1600 
200 1200-1800 900-1200 X 
Free Machining 250 24 800c:.l500 I 700-1000 X 
· "Plain Carbon 300· 32- 650-850 I - 500-750 
Steels, Plain 350 37 550-700 400-600 I 
Carbon Steels, 400 43 450-600 X 350-550 I I 
Alloy Steels, l•25 45 400-550 X 300-500 
and 400 & 500 lo,50 47· 375-500 250-450 I 
Series Stainless 475 49 330-400 X 200-300 I 
Steels 500 51 300-375 I 175-250 
525· 53 250-375 125-200 I 
550 55 200-275 100-150 X 
Figure 7: A Portion of a Grade Selection Charto The X's indicate 
the location of ithe grades·recolllllended by the manufacturer. 
These Grade Selection charts (Fig. 7) define explicitly the work 
.. 
uterial and cutting conditiona. A particular grade of carbide i& t·hen 1 
reco1111tended for narrow ranges of work material and cutting conditions. 
;The only objections to the1e charts are the use of the qualitative 
terms "finishing" and "roughing'' (using the same argument ae before), 
the failure of the manufacturers to mention the tool life on wb;tcb the 
reconaended cutting speeds are baaed, and the failure to distinguish 
between continuous and interrupted cutting. The first objection would 
be removed by not using the terms °'finishing" or 111 roughing" on the chart, 
for this would be determined by the ~aer based on .his own surface finiah 
requireaents. The second objection would be removed by including the 
tool life used. Thia point will be discussed further in Section VII, 
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8taadardizatioa. The third objection would be reaoved. by uaing a aepa• 
·; 
,i 
··-·· .... -----------~------.., - ---- -· ..... -- . - ... 
rate chart for interrupted cuttiag. 
Note that the Grade Selection chart ii aeparated into two aaia 
< • 
areas (only a portion of the complete chart was reproduced in figure 7): 
(1) Free aachining steels, plain·carbon steela, et cetera, and (2) the 
oiher major types of steels and non-ferrous materialso The first area 
' 
covers steels. and steel alloys which are probably the moat used.:' 
Rot ·all manufacturers publish a Grade Select ion chart. It ia 
augjested that this chart be used as the basis for a new industry de1-
ignation code which will define specific cutting situations (Fig.8). 
Ally letters, nuabers, or combination of letters and nWllbers may be 
used - this is of minor importance. What is important is thelfact that 
a quantitative deacription would exiat for aoat cutting situa~ions. 
l .... j 
. .I 
Work Material Hardneaa Up to 1/16 Depth 1/16 - 3/16 Depth 
Under 0005 Feed 0005 - 0015 Feed 
- :::.=:::.:..:..-·:::.::::..-...:.~-r-::r~::c: -
Speed Grade Speed Grade 
150 I 1500-2000 . 1000~1600. 
200 1200-1800 900-1200 
Pree Machining 250 24 800-1500 AlC 700=1000 BlC 
Plain Carbon 300 32 6507850 I 500=750 Steels, Plain 350 ~7 550-700 400=600 
Carbon Steels, 400 43 450-600 350-550 B2C 
, 45 ! Alloy Steels, 425 400-550 A2C 30Q)cu500 I 
and 400 & 500 450 ! 47 I 375-500 ' 250-450 '! Series Stainless 475 1 49 330-400 I 200-300 B3C ' 
Steels 500 i 51 300-375 175=250 ., 
525 53 250 ... 375 A.JC 125=200 ;t 
550 55 200-275 lOOC:,150 B4C r ·' ' 
' 
Pigure 8: A Portion of a Grade Selection Chart With a Suggested 
Method for Recoding the Pre~~nt Industry Designation Code. 
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With thia chart an~ cod:i.DI •1•t•• the uaufactutu• co•l• ltill 
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·~-----r,e~assead 1rade1 of carbide_ u __ thay. now do .in..the '-'Gracie lec:o· eadat-iA1oala,!•!..•L ------.- ... 
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chart, but they would be reco endiag grades for a specific cutting aitu-
ation. In the interest of simplicity, only that portion of the chart 
applicable to the more co1111on 1steels need be coded, but thie would le••• 
a large number of work materials uncovered. 
... 
This suggested solution resolves the proble11& of lack of de.finition .. _____ --·--··. 
and. aaterial coverage, but it does nothing to resolve the problem of 
aasuring comparable performance between grades recommended for the•••• 
cutting situation. Thia problea ia the aubject of Section VII, Stan-
dardization. 
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It ia not the intent of this ·paper to diacuaa the correctne•• or 
...... . ,• 
derivation of formulas uaed to cslcul&te the most economical tool life. 
-- However, certain -~onsiderations should be mentioned when coapariag the 
econoaica of using one grade inste~d of another. 
Brieflyr the factors which enter into determining the cost per 
piece:associated With using V·ariou& types and gradea-·of tooling ari:8· ...... ---_ ------. 
.......... 
,::, 
(l) The original coat of the tool. 
·(2) The cost of regrindiog the tool, if aecea1ary. 
(3) Tool changing costs. 
(4) Labor and overhead costs. 
(S) Ron-aachining costs such aa loadina, traverse tire, etc. 
At first it would seem that the longer the tool life then the 
lower will be the cost per pieceo This is not true. It is reasonable 
-to expect that the slower the cutting speed (within liaits) the longer 
will be the tool life. Aleo, for the same depth of cut and feed rate, 
a decrease in cutting apeed will result in a decrease in the aaount of 
aetal removed. However, the time per piece will also increase until 
you reach a point where the savings resulting from not having to 
change and .regrind (if necessary) the tool will be offset by increaaed 
aachi~,ing coata. Therefore, there 1, a point where the coat per piece 
will be leaat. 
Silllilarly, if aaxi•111 production la the goal, there ii.a point 
' 
where increasing c~tting speed will increaae the time per piece b•cau••· 
\ 
of the need for more frequent changing of the tools. 
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- l ' The Carboloy Division of the General Electric Coapany covers thia 
~~~~-·_c_o_~ept in their pamphle~ HI-E, which was aentioned earlier. The for•-
' 
\. .. 
.. 
lu which they use contain the· term n, while other formulas which are 
u1ed to determine cutting speed use n and also a term Co The term n 
· refers to the slope of the tool~life line, and the term C is the inter-
cept of this line with the cutting speed axis which are obtained froa 
the familiar tool-life vs. cuttins speed graphs • 
.. ' -
Assume that the primary conaideration is to determine the opt111t111 
cutting speed to give the most economical tool life. By economical is 
aeant least cost per piece or maximum production, and by tool life ia 
aeant the time until the tool no longer per£ orms its fun.ct ion - total 
failure, or unacceptable surface finish or demensional tolerance. Proa 
tool-life vs. cutting speed graphs for the particular work material, 
cutti[!lg co~ditions, and tooling uaed the cutting speed can be determined 
·, 
given the desired tool life. U11le1s the various grades of carbide recoa-
aended for these conditions are comparable, then the slope and the in-
tercept o,f the too.1-life line will vary, and the cutting speeds for each 
grade will differ. The grades of carbide recommended for the same cut-
ting situation are not the same, as the results of the experiment have 
' 
ahowno Therefore, one grade will do the job faster than another; i.e., 
a faster cutting speed for the same tool life. 
l 
The last item to consider is tool coat. It is aafe to aaswae that 
&iven identical products the one which costs less is ,the one to buy, un-
less there are other factors involved,,e.g., dependability of delivery, 
good will, et cetera. ' But what if the cost is the same aad the products 
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ate not the••••? Thia 11 indicated froa the re1ult1 of the experiaeat. 
!hen it ia necessary to calculate the tool-life and cutting speeds froa 
... the formulas available for various values of n and Co If, for the same 
tool cost, one grade can be used at a faster cutting speed for the aaae 
tool life, then it ia the one to buy. Investigation of the costs avail-
able for the inserts submitted indicates that· premium grades as a group 
·'··· 
do not necess~rily out-perform non-premium grades. The difference in 
published base price is generally around 14 centa. In this case it will 
be necessary to calculate and compare the aoat econoaical tool life aad 
cutting &peed foT each grade. 
Therefore, identical insert pricea and aa11111ed coap•rable perfor-
aance are not valid factors to use when selecting grades of carbide for 
~- _tooling.- To aake a valid decision of which grade of carbide to use 
\. ' 
there aust be the assurance of comparable performance. This can be 
accomplished by industry standardization, unless the.,user has the time, 
aoney1 and facilities to teat the individual grades of carbide available . 
•"l\.· 
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ttt • Staadardizatioa 
To continue the diacu11ion froa Section V: There 1till r ... ina the 
problem of assurance of comparable performance between the grades of car• 
bide the same cutfing situation. Th.ere was also a refer-
eace to tool life, the discussion of which was partially deferred until 
tbia tinieo These points will be covered, but first it is-necessary to 
develope the conditiona under which a comparison of grades ca~ be aade, 
or that standardization ia possible. 
That a logical coapariaon can be aad• - in the context of thi1 
paper - implie1 that the basis for coapariaon ia the aame for all of 
the items of interest; i.e., the cutting conditions are the same for 
1, 
each grade of carbide. These cutting conditions are apecified in the 
Grade Selection chart which waa proposed in Section v. There is alao 
the implication that the items selected for comparison, the grades of 
carbide, are intended to be compared against each other. This intent 
would be evidenced by a uaer selecting and testing several grades of 
carb~de froa several manufacturers, or, in this case, by aauufscturera 
\',l 
recoaaendin& grades of carbide for specific cutting situatio~s as shown 
...,__·/ 
on the Grade Select ion chart o If there is no intent or medium for coa-
parison, then.there can be no standardization. The medium of the pro-
\ 
poaed Grade Selecti~n chart will be the basis for this disc~ssion, fo~ 
the chart baa a universal application to all users, rather than an 
applicatioa to a single user. Therfore, the bases for a comparison are 
present; ,;.,oillion cutting conditions., and the intent for coapari•o111 both 
through the aediua of the Grade Selection chart. 
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To coapare the sradea of carbide it ii nece11ary to 1peclfy the cut-
tiag situation or test conditioJ18. Since the cutting situation ia defined 
·on the Grade Selection chart, the last item to determine is the time 
·period for which the comparison will be aade, assuming that performance 
will be the criteriao This con be done in tt:10 ways: (l) Use the same 
.cutting situation (material, depth of cut, feed, and speed) shown on the 
,0 
chart, and then use any ti.Ille desired for the test, or (2) le•ve the cut-
ting speed off the chart, and specify the teat parameters by means of a 
1tandard teat procedure, e.g., test procedurea recolllllended and published 
by the Cement~d Carbide Producer's Association. It is assumed in method 
(1) that the speeds shown on the Grade Selection chart are based on 
801le predeterained tool life and value of n, and that these speeds are 
common to all of the grades of carbideo The first method is perhaps the 
best, for the inclusion of reco11111ended apeeds on the chart, with their 
aasociated tool life, could serve as a guide for uaerse 
It ia suggested that a Grade Selection pamphlet be published giving 
'\ 
the new industry coding, and Grade Selection charts for both continuous 
and interrupted cutting (Appendix E). In order for a manufacturer to 
have bis grades shown in ~he Grade Selection Pamphlet, thoae grades would 
have to be capable of exceeding a specified minilllUm level of performance • 
• 
Referring to the experiment conditions and statistical analysis tech-
niques described in this paper, the same methods and criteria of perfor-
. aance could be used. The minimum level of perforaance c,;ould be set at 
-plua two sigmas (or any point agreed on by the manufacturers) on an X 
chart. The variation between the inaerta of any single grade would 
. ' 
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have to fall vithia the lillitl of aa R chart to i111ure 1tati1tical reli· 
~--- --- -- ability of the generated data. A testing procedure of this type would 
aa1ure the user of, at leaat, a aiaiw1• level of parforaance for any 
. grade be might select. 
·~ 
Bothing_ has been said coaceraiag a lower lillit (exceptioaal perfor-
.. ace)o Thia condit~on of over-design i1 the problem of the individual b 
aanufacturer. There is no evidence to be found in the experiment per-
·~, foraed for thi1 paper that·· the sae grade of carbide would necessarily 
perform outside of the lover limit for the entire range of applicationa 
for which it was reco11111ended. Nor is there any evidence that those 
1radea with sub-atandard performance would remain sub-standard over the 
.. 
entire range of applications for which they were recom ended. Prom an 
inapection of the proposed Grade Selection chart (Figo 8), it would 
aeea that for a given depth of cut and feed the range of hardnesa and 
apeed for which a grade is recommended is narrow enough eo that the 
position of a grade relatiye to the other grades tested would not change 
" 
appreciably within this rangeo Thia may or aay not be true, but would 
"' have to be checked by further experimentationo 
Aa a suggestion, the test conditions could be aet at the aidpointa 
of the feed and depth of cut ranges, and a't aelected bardneas or speed 
valueso For example: 1/8 inch depth of cut, 0.010 inch feed, and at 
250, 350, 450, an~ 500 Bhn hardness level•, with the speeds correspond-
ing to the1e hardness values - 850, 500, 350 9 and 215 SFPMo These are 
only suggested valuea. The actual paraaetera of the t,at1 would be de-4' 
terained by the aanufacturer1. 
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There ia no atteapt made to identify the beat grade .for any particular 
________ cut.t,iag ait.uatioa.. for thia ii the prerogative of the individual uaer. -· 
Grade• which perfora below the aiaiwua 1tandard of perforaance are ju1t 
aot 1bown on the chart or in the pamphlet. The importmit point ia that 
the uaer is assured of relatively camparable performance above a certain 
ainimum level o This minimum level being based on the expecte4 perfor-
unce of all the gradea produced and recoe ended for a apecific cuttiq 
aituation. 
Those manufacturers with grades of carbide which perfora below 
... 
atandard, or those with new grades, should be allowed to subait these 
grades for testing at any tille they feel these grades will perform satia-
factorilyo The grades already above standard must also be retested peri· 
. ~-
odically fo insure that a constant quality has been maintained, and to 
revise the standard limit if needed. The paaphlet containing the Grade 
Selection charts for the participating manufacturers should be re 
liahed or revised at predetermined intervala. 
This proposal for standardization will require a central, unbiaaed 
r-·organization to monitor the ~eating program, and to publiab the Grade 
' Selection pamphlet. The expense of this prograa would, of course, be 
paid by the participating manufacturers, although part of the expense 
aight be recovered from the users through subscriptions. 
Although this paper has been priaarily concerned with·throw-away 
or btazed inserts, there is no apparent reaaon why a similar proposal 
cannot be applie.d to the other industry code areaa. f." There is an obvi-
ous need for standardization aa long aa there are any "Grade Selectioa" 
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er "Grade aecaaeaclatioa" chart• p11"bli1hed which 1how the grade• of car~ 
' ltide reco, ended by variou1 .••nufacturer~-- for specific_ cutting 1ituatian1. ___ _ 
A ainimum standard of performance would act a1 an inceative to .. aufac-
• 
turera to produce a high quality product ... 
... 
Perhapa the need for a Grade Selection chart ia not eo apparent. 
I.a long as the Government retains its present purchasing policy the1e 
charta are needed, for without~ a reliable chart, and the subsequent 
~ 
poor performance of some grades of carbide, government agencies will 
. ' . ' '. . . . ~. 
.. 
,,. 
feel the need to perform their own testingo The results of these tests 
will be in the fora of QUalified Products Lista which will, in fact, 
identify the best grades·~, aanufacturera. The aanufacturera of car-
-. 
bide products can preclude thi1 froa happening if they will standard-
ize and police the carbide industry theaselves. 
In addition, the presence of a minimum standard of perforaance 
and the identification of approved grades would be an excellent aelling 
point for the manufacturers of a quality product. The precedent has 
been set in other industries; e.g., the Good Housekeeping Seal of Ap-
proval, AAA approved motels, et cetera. 
l ~ There is a need for a reliable coapari1on chart, aad for atandard-
ization within the carbide induatry. 
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(1) Tl,te "Carbide Manufacturer's Grade leer endatioa" chart doa1 1 j 
not give assurance of equivnlent performance between the grades.recoa-
\ae.uded for a given iadustry code area. There are statistical cl-iffer-
. "eacea in the perf oraance of carbide grade• reco-ended for iaduatry ... 
' 
.~ 
code c-6 for both continuous and interrupted cutting • 
-·-
(2);· The nGrade Recoaaendation" chart is not adequately defilled , 
la tenu of work material or cutting conditions. 
(3) The "Grade lleco endation" chart i1 not adeqaately defiMd 
in teraa of continuous or interrupted cutting. 
(4) The present industry designation code au1t be revised to 
provide for a aore quantitative description of the cutting situation. 
(5) It is necessary that a min1mua standard of performance be 
calculated for the described cutting situations, and that above stan-
dard grade• of carbide be identified. 
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It i• rec01111ended that: 
( 1) The present '°Carbide Haauf ac turer 1 • Grade lleco aeadat ion" chart 
~• reviaed aa a Grade Selection pamphlet (Appendix E). 
· (2) The iadu1try .~eaignatioa_code be revi1ed to batter ••fill• 
1pecific cutting situations (Append.ix E). 
J -
. (3) An organization be foraed or de1i1aated to pu~liah th• Grade 
Selection pamphlet, and to monitor or perfora a teating prograa. 
(4) A teating program be atarted, and testing procedure• be 
deaigned baaed on the cutting aituationa deacribed in the Grade Selec-
tion charts to determine ainim.um atandards of performance for carbide 
inaerta.~ 
(5) All aaaufacturera of carbide ia1ert1 becoll8 aewber1 of tbi1 
organization, and underwrite the publishing· and testing expeases of 
the orgaaizatioa. 
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Appeadix A 
. '·-
-------------··· 
••mafacturera . 
Adau 
Besly-Well•• 
-Carboloy 
Corouat 
Pirthoaet 
Tungsten-Alloy 
Yalenite 
a 
l 
Vucoloy-8.••et 
WalMt 
Weadt-Soaia 
' . 
i,f'•"''··_,_!'' 
-------
COIIPOlite Chart of Car-ldi 
Gradea Subaitted 
laduat~ Code, 
c~, c-6 
~. 
434 D 
1-102 
370 781 
s-4 s-2 
S-6 
c-7 
548 
,,-s 
lOT 
VC-125 
vc-6 
PT-62 
·-
' VB.-75 
'Bl 
111 
WA-6 
CY-5 
CY-16 
CY-17 
;,· 
.... 
lote: Th••• grade• were arranged under theae ioduatrial codes baaed 
on the manufacturer's individual recommendations except where 
~ the manufacturer made no such recom;m.endation. In that case, 
the code recouaended by a majority of the other manufacturer• 
· vaa used. 
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Grade Code 
. ---.."'"': 
l 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
• 
' . \ 
' . .. . - . .. ., " .... .. .. .... . 
-
Appaadix I 
- - --- -- -- - •- -
-- •- ·- . - . 
law Data for AJ>plicatioa Ar•• c-6 · 
Coat lma0118 c.t·t ill&. 
l•• l 
.0131 
\\;'0153 
.0283 
.0195 
.0121 
.0105 
.0156 
.0112 
.0121 
.0287 
.0216 
.0222 
.0163 
failure 
a•• 2 
.0173 
.0169 
.0222 
.0157 
.0118 
.0096 
.0159 
.0048 
.0103 
.0291 
.0261 
.0179 
.0166 
.0510 
.... 3 
.0131 
.0148 
.0207 
.0171 
.0122 
.0098 
• 0132 
.0098 
.0091 
.0284 
.0242 
• 0266 
.0142 
I .0535 
-(I) 
6••r•1• 
-- ;()145 
.0157 
.0-237 
.0174 
.0120 
.0100 
.0149 
.0086 
.0105 
.0287 
.0240 
. 
.0222 
.0157 
* 
.... 
(X) Grand Average .01676 
-(I) Average aaage 
' 
·. ' 
. -- -- . .. ·.;........-. _______ _,,:'" ______ -- -----~- -
(I) 
Rage 
.0042 
.0021 
.8076 
.0038 
.0004 
.0009 
.0027 
.0064 
.0030 
.0007 
.0045 
.0087 
.0024 
* 
.0036 
' 
* further runa of thia grade resulted in coaplete failure, ao thi1 
arade was not conaid.ered · in the calculat ioaa. -
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Coadition: 
----------
Grade Coda 
L- • 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1~ 
~ 
Iaterrupted Cutt" Ill• 
.... l 
.0245 
.0055 
.0209 
.0251 
.0074 
.0145 
.0530·· 
.0269 
.0199 
.0449 
.0166 
.0668 
.0253 
.0200 
.0430 
lua 2 
.032,7 
.0063 
.0222 
.0247 
.0064 
.0254 
.0502 
.0350 
.0217 
.0416 
.0255 
.0527 
.0548 
.0104 
.0362 
---·--·----~------- ----· 
••• 3 
.-02ss 
.0140 
.0286 
.0252 . 
.0071 
.0330 
.0276 
.0400 
.0303 
.0375 
.0119 
Failure 
.0490 
.0267 
.0369 
-
_____ (I) 
Aweraae 
.0276 
• 0086 
.0239 
• 02so 
.0070 
.0243 
.0436 
.0340 
.0240 
.0180 
* 
.0430 
.0190 
.0387 
Grand Average .02699 
-
.. ··--<•>--a.,.. 
.0082 
~.ooas 
.0077 
.ooos 
.0010 
.0185 
.0254 
.0131 
.0104 
.0074 
· .0089 
* 
.0295 
.0163 
.0068 
(a) Average Raage .0116 
-- ---··-
'· 
• 
* rurther naaa of thia grade reaulted in coaplete failure, ao tbia 
grade _vaa not conaidered in the calculation,. 
·• 
\. • 
~-~---------··-
. I 
------- --· 
' . 
: .... 
_,. . 
• 
.. 
...... 
.. -.... 
t 
.. , .... -:. '. ~--,''. . .. . 
.... ' 
-··-·--.. _, ... , . ----- ·-- .. ,.. - ·-··· - ......... -___:..~. -:-:._..:...,:. - .. --· ·_: ___ .;,.;..,._ ----· _ . .,.. - ~· -,·.,----· ,• ·" 
Ape"' --·Ht.a C _ 
4 ... --.--. ·, ••• - • - - ••• ' -
________ ____: __ .--,-...-------::--·--------- -· 
law Data for Grade• lot 
· in Application Area c-6 
- -~ -------
' 
Coaclit ion: 
Grade Code 
-- - -.-- --- -- .. --
·-
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
D 
Coatimaoua C.ttiaa. -
••• l 
.0200 
.0152 
.0146 
,0076 
.0064 
.0142 
Jlua 2 
.01~4 
.0200 
.0158 
.0091 
.OOS4 
.0177 
' .. ' 
.... 3 
.0161 
.0173 
.0171 
.0099 
.0078 
.0169 
Condition: Iaterrupted Cutti111. ~ 
Grade Code aaa'i 
16 .0179 
17 .0320 
18 .0182 
19 
20 
21 
.OS3S 
.004S 
.0156 
llUD 2 
.0225 
.0420 
.0212 
.0228 
.0087 
.0107 
llua 3 
.0144 
.0436 
.0286 
.0462 
. • ooso 
.0°139 
-,, 
-(X) 
Averaae 
·.0112 
.0175 
.OlS8 
~0089 
.0065 
.0163 
-
(ll) 
I.aye 
.0046 
.0048 
.0025 
.0023 
.0024 
.0035 
(X) (ll) 
Aver ye . l•M• 
.0183 .0081 
.0392 .0116 
.0227 •. 0104 
.0408 
.0061 
.0134 
.0307* 
.0042 
.0049 
* Although the range for this grade was slightly ,out of liaita, the 
values of wear were used in the calculatiol\8 for the ADaly1i1 of 
variance and F-test. 
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hal7ai1 of Variaace for ractoral De11&u I 4 
·,.;;. ,,.._ ··-· 
--,---. -, 
Coaditioa: ·continuoua Cuttiq. 
(:1) Data applicable to area C-6: 
• ,r 
... 
< 
.. l •• ..... • Effect oor Sua of SQ•r•• 
-··---··· --
d 
letveen Grad•• 12 0.13784533-02 
Within Grade1 26 0.13779332-03 
. - - .. -~- --Total 38 0.15162466-02 
Grand Neaa 0.16766667-01 
variance Ratio• 21.7 
(2) Coapoaite data: 
- · Effect DOl 
Between Grade1 18 
Within Grade1 38 
Total 
Grand Meaa 
56 
Sua of Sguar•• 
0.18316526-02 
0.17714669-03 
0.20087993-02 
0.15796491-0l 
Variance Ratio• 21.8 
\ 
. 9 
-------~-~------------
-
r, 
11ea11.Sg••r•• 
. 0 .11487111-0J 
0.52997432-05 
•••• Sguarea 
0.10175848-03 
0.466175Sl-0S 
. ' 
,.. 
I .• 
__ ,,j).. 
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• • 
---~-----·-··-··· 
. . 
. -
' 
:,, 
' 
..... 
. , . 
, 
______________________ ...,._ ____________ ~
. 
• 
• ·.~J -
:, 
• 
• 
~1 
Condition: Iaterrupted Cuttiag. 
(1) Data applicable to area .C·i: ______ ~ _________________ . 
-· - - ... ,- - -- .: 
Effect IKW 
Between Grade, 13 
lfithia Grade• 
Total 
Gruel lleaa· 
28 
41 
Su of Square• 
o .• 55148430-02 
0.16024466-02 
0 ._71172896-02 
0. 26997619-01· 
Yariaace Ratio• 7.4 
(2) Coapo1ite data: 
Effect DOr 
f 
Between Gradea' 19 
Within Gradea 40 
Total 
"'Grand Nean 
59 
I • ~ 
Sa of Sg.uarea 
0.86201025-02 
0.23091534-02 
0.10929256-0l 
0.25920000-0l 
Variance Ratio• 7.85 
.. 
\ 
·~ . ' ' . . 
-r 
~ llean Sgaare1 
0 .42421869-03 
-0.57230236-04 __ : :: 
- -----··----- . -- •• ~ -;-:· "7". ·:·.· 
·, 
Hean Squares 
I 
0.45368961-03 
0.57728835-04 
·'I. 
..... 
. .. - •; 
.. 
Appeadia I 
.. 
----~--- ----~--- -------· -----, --------- - -LI, --- -- -- -- _________ ... ___ --~----~------·-
----- - -- --- ··-- ·--- ----------
"."ii 
-
1u11•1ted Grade Selectioa Paapblet 
(I) Olitlia• for th• Grade Sel.actioa 1uaphlet: 
Iadu1try code •••• 1 
Page 2 
Paae 3 
Manufacturer reco aadationa for contiauoua cutting. 
Kaaufacturer recoi endat iona for interrupted cutt ~DI· . 
(2) 
--- - - - - -
Suggeated 
Code* 
AlC 
A2C 
AJC 
BlC 
B2C 
B3C 
B4C 
ClC 
C2C 
C3C 
C4C 
DlC 
D2C 
D3C 
D4C 
BlC 
B2C 
IJC 
PlC 
r2c 
PJC 
iaduatry codea: 
-r 
q· 
·»eptb 
Vader 1/16"-
It 
" 
1/16-3/16" 
" 
It 
II 
1/8-3/8" 
II 
II 
II 
1/4-1/2" 
.. 
II 
" 
3/8-3/4" 
II 
ti 
Over 5/8" 
" 
.. 
Pead 
Uader-- .005•1-
" 
ti 
.oos- .015" 
.. 
ti 
" 
.010- .030" 
" 
" 
" 
.020-.050" 
ti 
" 
" 
.030-.070" 
.. 
ti 
.040-.100" 
II 
II 
,-
-Rard11ea1 
150-350 
350-475 
475-550 
150-300 
300-425 
425-500 
500-550 
150-300 
300-425 
425-500 
500-550 
150-300 
300-425 
425-500 
500-550 
150-350 
350-47S 
475-550 
lS0-350 
350-475 
475-550 
/ 
* The laat letter de•ia••t•• the type of cattiaa; coatiaaold (C) 
or interrupted (1). 
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llrthclate: 
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Parent•: 
lclucatioa: 
Bruce Robert l•llh• 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
l,8 
19 
20 
21 
.t .. 
, .. 
-·---· -• 
C.Wlg lbeat 
Grade 
.. s-2 
lT-S 
781 
VC-125 
vc-6 
1-102 
D 
n-1s 
BJl 
WA-6 
CY-17 
CY-5 
CY-16 
10T 
S-4 
S-6 
370 
PT-62 
548 
434 
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